
The Creative Lens

A Vision of 21st Century Art Education



Do Now 1: Observation (3 minutes)

Choose a chair somewhere in this room and draw it. 



Do Now 2: Imagination (3 minutes)

Imagine you are an ant. 

Now draw the same chair, but this time draw it from the ant’s 
perspective. 



Art Teachers - who are we?

How well do our students 

know us?



Harry hancock 
- artist

The Everett

Family

(2007)

Oil on canvas



Anton Van Dyck
(1598-1641)

Le Roi A La Chasse
1635



Aluminium

Portrait

(2018)

Mixed media

on panel



Lucian Freud
(1922-2011)

Self Portrait
(1985)



Diane and Stefano

(2016)

Mixed media on panel



Joseph Cornell
(1903-1972)

Untitled 
(Medici Princess)
(1948)



At the Barbers

(2018)

Mixed media on paper



Instagram

@harryhancockart



Henri Cartier-Bresson
(1908-2004)

The Europeans
(1933)



Cello Suite XVI

Charcoal on paper

(Performance)

2013



Jackson Pollock
(1912-1956)

Photo of the artist at work

i





Tea on the Roof

2018

Mixed media on 

map paper



Achilles Rizzoli
(1896-1981)

Yield To Total Elation (YTTO)
(1935)



Old Man of Chennai

2018

Mixed media on 

map paper



Crossing the Street

Together

2018

Mixed media on

map paper



Amethyst I

2018

Mixed media on

map paper



https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vo1McdHYDXpsdIvRO2gU0lh_z6vt9_Oi/view
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vo1McdHYDXpsdIvRO2gU0lh_z6vt9_Oi/view








21st Century Toolkit: New Problem-Solving 

Strategies

● Critical thinking
● Imagination
● Multitasking/multi-processing
● Decoding complex imagery
● Collaboration
● Cross-cultural connections



Multitasking/Multi-processing

Silhouettes Project

Objectives - use an array of specific technologies - analogue and digital - to illustrate a 
story using own silhouettes and photoshopped collage

Outcomes - composition, heighten expressive use of silhouette, use pattern and texture 
to tell a story, use self as a narrative tool

Big Ideas - the profile, portraiture

Essential Question - how are character and narrative conveyed through portraiture?





Decoding Complex Imagery

The Europeans

Objectives: create a response to Cartier-Bresson’s “The Europeans”

Outcomes: engage with art of the past, analyze and interpret imagery, use correct 
terminology for discussing art, compose own version of image in groups of three. 

Big Ideas: Composition, identity, moment

Essential Questions: How do works acquire their titles? What does a title add to an 
artwork? How is identity conveyed in a static image? How does eye contact enhance 
the viewing experience?





Cross-cultural Connections

Chinese Calligraphy 

Objectives: practise Chinese brushstrokes, use them to create original images

Outcomes: gain facility with pen and ink, design imagery with limited marks, 
understand the creative processes of another culture 

Big ideas: efficiency, posture, correction 

Essential Questions: How does a culture reveal its personality through its art? Why do 
artists practise their craft?








